TOY# 164

NAME: Colorino

PIECES: 41

AGE: 2 to 4 years

LEVEL: Preschool Kinder

PRICE: $25.00

MANUFACTURE: Jocus

NOTE: This game is designed for smaller hands

LINK:
https://sl.ocls.ca/uhtbin/cgisirsi/x/0/0/57/5/0?searchdata1=267228%7BCKEY%7D&searchfield1=GENERAL%5ESUBJECT%5EGENERAL%5E%5E&user_id=WEBSEVER

DESCRIPTION: 4 pictures
1 transparent board
36 buttons to insert large colorful chips on to the board
Instructions are on bottom of game box

CHILDREN AND PLAY: The colored model cards gives the child the opportunity to color match, while the black and white cards are aimed at strengthening the child’s creativity by choosing the colored chips he/she wants to use. While the child is having fun putting chips on the board he/she is learning more about colors, for this game enhances color recognition. The colorful chips also attract the child’s attention. This is a great-alone game for the child.

SKILL DEVELOPMENT: Imagination  Color Recognition  Fine Motor
Manual Dexterity  Creativity  Sharing
Turn Taking  Language Development  Counting

CARE: Please return toy clean and in good repair. Wiping the toy down with a damp cloth, and a mild, child friendly soap can do this.
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